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February 25, 1998
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555
Oconee Nuclear Site
Docket Nos. 50-269, -270, -287
Inspection Report 50-269, -270, -287/97-16
Reply to Notices of Violation

Subject:

Gentlemen:
By letter dated January 26, 1998; the NRC issued six Notices of
Violation as described in Inspection Report No. 50-269/97-16, 50
270/97-16, and 50-287/97-16.

Duke Energy Corporation (Duke) accepts these violations.

As

described in the attachments, Duke is proposing corrective
actions to address the root causes of the violations.
Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the attachments
provide written responses to the subject violations as identified
in the subject Inspection Report.
Corrective actions in Section 3 of each response are the only
regulatory commitments in this submittal.
Very truly yours,

Site Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Station
Attachments (6)
9803030292 980225
PDR
G

ADOCK 05000269
PDR

.

NRC Document Control Desk

February 25, 1998
Page 2

cc:

Mr. L. A. Reyes, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II
Mr. D. E. LaBarge, Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Mr. M. A. Scott
Senior Resident Inspector
Oconee Nuclear Site

Attachment 1
Reply to Notice of Violation A (Reply)
Violation 97-16-01
Restatement of violation
10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XI, Test Control, requires that
the test program shall include, as appropriate, operational tests
during nuclear power plant operations.
Nuclear System Directive 408, Testing, Revision 5, requires that
the test coordinator shall be familiar with the assigned test
procedure, the test instrumentation, system operation, and
impacts the test may have on other systems, prior to performing
the test.

*

Contrary to the above, on December 1, 1997, during the
performance of Procedures PT/l/A/0202/012, Engineered Safequards
Channels 1 and 2 Functional Test, Revision 5, and
PT/0/A/0610/017, Operability Test of 4160 Volt Breakers, Revision
10, test personnel were not aware of the impacts of the tests
and caused the Keowee Hydro-Electric Plant, Unit 1, to be
inadvertently backfed through the underground tie line. This
resulted in Keowee Unit 1 going into emergency lockout condition
and therefore unavailable to support operation of the Oconee
Nuclear Station.
This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).
RESPONSE:
1.

The reason for the violation:

Duke accepts the violation.
The root cause of the violation is Procedural and Work Scheduling
Deficiencies.
PT/O/A/610/017, Operability test of 4160 V Breakers, is performed
monthly. This test places the Normal (N), Start-up (E), and
Standby (S) breakers in manual and cycles them to verify
operability. PT/l/A/0202/012, Component Test of Engineering
Safeguards (ES) Channels 1 and 2, is scheduled on a refueling
frequency. This test verifies operability of Engineering
Safeguards (ES) components. PT/l/A/0202/012 contains steps that
close the Keowee to Standby Bus (SK) breakers. These procedures

did not contain cautions or prerequisite conditions prohibiting
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the performance of either test with other electrical or
Engineering Safeguards testing in progress. Both tests were
independently scheduled, thus the interface or interference
between PT/0/A/610/017 and PT/1/A/0202/012 was underestimated or
not realized.

2.

The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
The following corrective actions were taken:
*

The performance of PT/0/A/610/017 and PT/l/A/0202/012
was terminated.

*

Keowee Unit 1 and the underground power path were
declared out of service based on the lockout of the
Keowee Unit 1 generator.

*

Keowee Unit 2 was aligned to the overhead power path
and verified operable to that path.

*

PIP K-097-4276 was written on December 1, 1997.

*

An operability evaluation was performed on the Standby
Bus breakers, the SK breakers, the transformer, the
cables and the Keowee Unit 1 Generator. The logic.
operated as designed. The current rating of the
breakers and generator was not exceeded. The over
current on the underground transformer (CT-4) and the
underground cable was determined to have occurred for
less than 0.5 seconds which would not cause any damage.
The Keowee Unit 1 Generator and excitation system were
inspected for damage, and none was found. Since ACB-3
interrupted the current, its contacts were inspected
with no damage found. Therefore, Keowee Unit 1 and the
underground power path were considered to be operable.
This action was completed December 2, 1997.
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An Operational Guide for each unit was placedin
service to provide the Operators with guidance
concerning the review of Engineering Safeguards (ES)
and Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)/Electrical
testing. Guidance directs the Operators (SROs). to
review ES and EPSL/Electrical testing to prevent
conflict and to ensure neither are performed at the
same time. This action was completed December 4, 1997.
Initially, PT/0/A/0610/017 (Operability Test of 4160 V
Breakers), was placed on "Admin Hold" until changes
could be made to the procedure. The procedure was
revised by change #011 to incorporate necessary steps
and/or cautions to prevent tying the Standby Buses to
the Keowee Line during the performance of
PT/O/A/0610/017 with a real or imposed Engineering
Safeguards signal present. These actions and steps
will prevent creating a lockout of the Keowee Units.
This action was completed December 19, 1997.

3.

The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
Actions already taken as noted above are sufficient to
prevent further problems of this type. Additional actions
are planned which will provide additional defense-in-depth,
as follows:
a) Operations Training.will provide Operator training on this
event to ensure that knowledge of the Engineering Safeguards,
breaker logic, and Keowee protection circuitry is understood.
This should be incorporated into existing Emergency Power
Switching Logic (EPSL)-training modules in the Operator
training program. Actions have been taken to ensure that all
licensed operators are trained on the event covered in PIP K
097-4276. The Lesson Plan EL-PSL is being revised to cover
this event and ensure operators understand the interaction of
the Engineering Safeguards, Breaker logic and Keowee
protection circuitry.
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b) Engineering will review the impact of the change to
PT/0/A/0610/017 upon Keowee availability (and risk), and
determine whether design changes are warranted to prevent
having to take this action (which makes the underground
Keowee unit inoperable during testing).. As part of that
review, Engineering will review the need for the "Live
Bus/Dead Line" condition requirement of the logic to close
the SK breakers.
c) Maintenance will review the Engineering Safeguards testing
procedures and add an appropriate caution to the procedures
to prevent potential interactions with Emergency Power
Switching Logic (EPSL) testing, emergency power breaker
testing or maintenance on any unit.
4. The date when full compliance will be achieved:
Duke Energy is in full compliance.

Attachment 2
Reply to Notice of Violation B (Reply)
Violation 97-16-03
Technical Specification 6.4.1.a requires that the station shall
be operated and maintained in accordance with approved procedures
and that written procedures with appropriate checkoff lists and
instructions shall be provided for normal startup, operations and
shutdown of the complete facility and of all systems and
components involving nuclear safety of the facility.
Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to operate and
maintain the station with written procedures having appropriate
instructions, as evidenced by the following examples:
1.

Instructions were not provided in Procedure OP/l/A/1102/10,
Controlling Procedure for Shutdown, Revision 135, to ensure
Unit 1 valve 1HP-241 was open, resulting in high pressure
injection nozzle warming flow operating outside the required
band on December 21, 1997.

2.

Instructions were not provided in Procedure OP/l/A/1104/01,
Core Flooding Systems, Revision 38, to ensure valve lLP-96
was closed, resulting in 700 gallons of water being
unexpectedly transferred from the Unit 1 reactor coolant
system to its letdown storage tank on November 29, 1997.

3.

On December 1, 1997, Procedure OP/l/A/1102/01, Controlling
Procedure for Unit Startup, Revision 216, directed the Unit
1 low pressure injection system be placed in a mode of
operation that resulted in loss of the makeup path from the
bleed holdup tanks to the low pressure injection system.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).
RESPONSE:
Duke accepts the violation.
1.

The reason for the violation:

There were three examples of inadequate procedures cited in the
proposed violation. The.reason for each of these cited examples
will be addressed individually.

0II
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a) 1HP-241 Misposition Event:
Unit 1 was in the process of cooling down on December 12,
1997, to repair 1CF-14 due to seat leakage. OP/1/A/1102/10
(Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown) was being used to
control the shutdown evolution. 1HP-241 was closed per step
2.1.3 of Enclosure 4.17 (Using HPI Auxiliary Spray to
Depressurize RCS) of this shutdown procedure.
Enclosure 4.8 (Pressurizer Cooldown) of OP/l/A/1102/10 was
then performed to complete the cooldown of the pressurizer.
This enclosure does not contain a step to reopen 1HP-241.
Enclosure 4.2 (HPI Startup Valve Checklist) of
OP/l/A/1104/02 (HPI System) was run prior to HPI system
startup but this valve checklist also did not contain a step
to reopen 1HP-241.
The Unit 1 heatup with no nozzle warming flow began on
December 18, 1997, at approximately 0500 hours. Step 2.26
of Enclosure 4.18 (Precritical Checklist) of OP/l/A/1102/001
(Controlling Procedure for Unit Startup) performs a
verification of nozzle warming flows. Both the loop 1A1 and
1A2 nozzle warming flows were observed to be outside the
required band of 3 to 6 gpm.
Each flow reading was recorded to be less than approximately
0.2 gpm. An investigation to determine the cause of the low
flows revealed that 1HP-241 (Loop Al & A2 Nozzle Warming
Throttle) was closed. When 1HP-241 was fully opened, nozzle
warming flows rose to an expected value of approximately 5.5
gpm. Warming flows were re-established on December 21,
1997, at approximately 1430 hours with Unit 1 RCS at normal
system operating temperature and pressure.
There are several Human Performance Tools that if applied
properly, would have prevented this event:
* QV&V - Previous changes made to the various operating
procedures should have been more rigorously reviewed
prior to approval.
* QV&V - The indicated warming line flow of approximately
0.2 gpm during the HPI system startup provided an
indication of abnormal conditions that could have been
more thoroughly investigated.
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* STOP When Unsure: The indicated warming line flow of
approximately 0.2 gpm during the HPI system startup
should have prompted shift personnel to seek help from
others to see if this flow was expected.
b)

lLP-96 Misposition Event:

On November 29, 1997, the Unit 1 Core Flood Tanks (CFTs)
were being filled using an HPI Pump in accordance with
OP/l/A/1104/01 (Core Flooding System Procedure).
To perform
the fill process, 1HP-78 (LDST Inlet) is opened per this
procedure to create a flow path into the LDST.
OP/l/A/1104/01 contains an initial condition to verify that
the LPI system is not aligned in the purification mode.
This initial condition did not specify that lLP-96 was
required to be closed to secure from the purification
lineup.
OP/l/A/1104/04 (LPI System Procedure) provides two options
to secure from LPI purification. The first involves a
complete realignment of LPI which closes lLP-96 while the
second opens 1LP-18, 1B LPI Header Block, to temporarily
secure purification without closing 1LP-96. There was
communication between members of Operations Shift and Staff
and they concurred on using the second option which leaves
lLP-96 open while performing the CFT fill. This was the
incorrect option to use for this evolution, and created a
flow path from the LPI header to the LDST.
There are several Human Performance Tools that if applied
properly, would have prevented this event:
*

QV&V - Affected procedures

(i.e., OP/1,2,3/A/1104/01)

should have been identified as requiring revisions when
the option to temporarily secure LPI purification was
added to OP/1,2,3/A/1104/04.

0

QV&V - Shift personnel questioned the need to secure
LPI purification by closing lLP-96 but did not realize
the impact of the CFT fill alignment on the LPI
purification flow path while reviewing the Oconee Flow
Diagrams (OFDs). A more thorough review of the OFDs
would have revealed the problem with choosing this

option.
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c)

Inadvertent Makeup Isolation Event:

On December 1, 1997, Unit 1 startup was in progress with a
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) number two seal leakage of
approximately 2 gpm. This seal leakage was being recovered
in the Quench Tank. At the time of this event, the LPI
system was aligned in the high pressure mode of operation.
Due to the abnormal RCP seal leakage to the Quench Tank, an
RCS inventory addition via the LPI system was required.
System make up from the 1A Bleed Hold Up Tank was attempted
but flow could not be established. Within 20.minutes of the
attempted addition, it was recognized that the high pressure
mode of operation isolated the usual makeup flow path to
LPI. Following this discovery, the LPI system was then
realigned to the normal mode of operation which allowed the
RCS addition to be completed.
A review of the procedures involved revealed that the
sequence of placing the LPI system in the high pressure mode
prior to starting the HPI system was in error. The need for
inventory addition caused by the abnormal amount of RCP seal
leakage led to the discovery of the procedure error during
this startup.
The following human performance tool, if applied properly,
would have prevented this event:
* QV&V - A thorough review carefully integrating the
existing procedure steps with the new steps, would have
identified this problem during the procedure review
process prior to approval for use.

2.

The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
a) 1HP-241 Misposition:
Several procedure changes were implemented as follows:
* Change 85G was issued to OP/l/A/1104/02 (HPI System) to
add 1HP-241 to Enclosure 4.2 (HPI Startup Valve
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This checklist is performed prior to HPI
Checklist).
system startup.
* Change 85G to OP/l/A/1104/02 also added a bullet sub
step to step 2.20 to begin investigating cause of low
flow if either HPI nozzle warming line flow is < 3 gpm.
This provides an alternate method to verify proper
warming line flow after HPI system startup and directs
corrective actions if the flow is inadequate.
* OP/l/A/1102/10 (Controlling Procedure for Unit
Shutdown) was changed to add a step to open 1HP-241 at
the end of the pressurizer cooldown evolution.
Each of these changes will ensure that correct warming
flow will be present to the HPI nozzles once the HPI
system is returned to service.
b) lLP-96 Event:
* Enclosure 3.1 (Filling CFTs Using 1,2,3 'A' Bleed
Transfer Pump) and Enclosure 3.16 (Filling CFTs
Using HPI Pumps) of OP/1,2,3/A/1104/01 (Core
Flooding System) have been placed on administrative
hold awaiting rewrite. Changes to these procedures
will be implemented prior to their use.
c) Inadvertent Makeup Isolation:
* Change 217A to OP/l/A/1102/01 (Controlling Procedure
for Unit Startup) revised the sequence of alignment
of the LPI system to the High Pressure Mode until
after the HPI system is in service. Additional
changes were made to incorporate lessons learned
from previous startups and address RCP cavitation
concerns.

SII

* The Unit 2 startup procedure, OP/2/A/1102/01, was
reviewed for this error and it was found to be
correct.
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* This makeup isolation concern is not an issue on
Unit. 3 due to LPI system design differences.
The rewrite included a basic format change. The improved
procedure format makes it easier to navigate through the
procedure and stay focused on the critical steps of startup.
The catalyst to drive such a major change in format was the
need to minimize RCP run time in the cavitation region of
the RCS pressure/temperaturecurves and to reduce the need
for N/A of procedure steps. Care was taken to keep the old
procedure sequence intact to preclude problems such as the
isolation of the makeup path.
3.

The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
-The Unit 2 and Unit 3 shutdown procedures (OP/2,3/A/1102/10)
will have steps added to open 2,3HP-241 prior to their use.
These enclosures are now on administrative hold per OMP 1-9
requirements.
Also, the Unit 2 and Unit 3 HPI System procedures
(OP/2,3/A/1104/02) will be changed to model the current
state of OP/l/A/1104/02. Both the Unit 2 and Unit 3 HPI
System procedures currently do not contain an "HPI Startup
Valve Checklist" or any reference to nozzle warming line
flow. The Unit 2 and Unit 3 HPI System procedures are
scheduled .for reissue which will incorporate these same
changes.
Other more general corrective measures are underway to avoid
further such violations:
A reorganization and realignment of Operations
procedure resources is currently underway. This will
allow a more concentrated focus on procedure
development and review since the resources will be
dedicated to this effort. Collateral duties are being
assigned to other members of Operations. Also,
additional time will be built into the review process
to improve the quality of the review and hence the
procedure.

SII
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* Expectations are being raised for procedure quality and
accuracy. Procedure ownership expectations are being
communicated to those assigned specific procedures. In
addition, the Operations Shifts have agreed to take a
more active role in the procedure review and validation
process which will lead to improved procedures.
* Procedure benchmarking trips are being planned to other
utilities recognized for procedure excellence.
* A new initiative entitled "Technical Accuracy of
Operating Procedures" has been added to the Oconee
Recovery Plan. This initiative will establish
milestones and measures for raising the standards of
Oconee Operating Procedures. The milestones and .
measures are currently under development and will be in
place by March 1, 1998.
The cumulative effects of these changes will lead to higher
quality Operations procedures while minimizing the potential
for human error.

4. The date when full compliance will be achieved:
Duke Energy is in full compliance with the examples cited in this
violation. The planned corrective actions will provide further
improvement in procedure quality at the site.
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Restatement of violation 97-16-06
10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, requires
that design changes, including field changes, shall be subject to
design control measures commensurate with those applied to the
original design and be approved by the organization that
performed the original design unless the applicant designates
another responsible organization.
Nuclear System Directive 301, Nuclear Station Modifications,
Revision 12, Section 301-1.1, indicates that it applies to all
structures, systems, and components located within the nuclear
facility. Section 301.2 further indicates that changes to these
structures, systems, and components are considered modifications
and require implementation packages.
Contrary to the above, the licensee made changes to structures,
systems, and components on Unit 1 without following the
modifications process specified in Nuclear System Directive 301.
as evidenced by the following examples;
1. On September 26, 1997, a wrong size lug and a non
environmentally qualified butt splice were found on valve
ILPSW-15: however, no implementation package existed for these
modifications.
2. On October 23, 1997, two different sized bolts were found on a
permanent piping flange associated with reactor coolant pump
1B2; however, no implementation package existed for this
modification.
3. On November 16, 1997, a piece of stainless steel tubing was
found connected between a vent and a drain valve on the high
pressure injection line: however, no implementation package
existed for this modification.
This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION
Duke accepts the violation.
1. The reason for the violation:
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The root cause of the unauthorized design changes can be
summarized as follows:
* Inadequate enforcement of strict procedure use and adherence
practices in all site organizations that implement and support
maintenance activities.

BACKGROUND
* lLPSW-15 - wrong size lug
A work history search was performed through WMS for any work
performed on 1LPSW-15. The most likely task identified that
could have caused this event was the installation of Exempt
Change OE-6388 which installed a 50% Torque Switch Bypass on
1LPSW-15. This was performed on WO 94015719-01. The exempt
change documentation was reviewed. OE-6388 was performed May of
1994. Cable 1EXS90 was modified for conductor #2. Conductor #2

of 1EXS90 termination point was relocated from LS-5 to LS-13
(reference step 8.8 of TN/l/A/OE6388/00).. It appears by
reviewing drawing 0-742-A, Rev. 12, that conductor #2*would
probably have been cut and a new terminal ring installed or
additional wire was added by butt splicing. Therefore, it
appears that the wrong terminal ring was installed during this
time. It also appears that Electrical QC verified the
terminations. The Exempt Change package included material issue
Cable 1EXS90
sheets that had a 16-14 awg terminal ring issued.
has a #12 conductor size. Since this event happened
approximately three years ago, data is inconclusive as to why the
incorrect terminal ring was installed and the butt splice not
installed in accordance with EQ requirements.
This situation was corrected during maintenance.

* RCP 1B2 two different bolts used on the seal injection flange
This flange connection does not have an equipment number.
Therefore, it is not possible to determine how or when the
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incorrect bolts were installed in this connection using work
history searches.
It is possible, as the Corrective Work Order states (97078589
01), that personnel making .this connection may have had
difficulty installing the one inch studs because of an
interference with the gasket. This interference may have led to
the substitution of a 7/8 inch stud. No evidence of engineering
involvement with the changed stud size was identified.
The connection in question is between valve 1HP-448 and the 1B2
reactor coolant pump. This line is shown on OFD 101A-1.4 and OFD
10OA-1.3. The design conditions for this pipe are design
pressure - 2500 psig, design temperature - 200 degrees F, PS
1501.2, pipe schedule - 160.

* Stainless Steel Tubing connected between vent and drain valve
on HPI Line.

The functional need for the tubing mentioned is inconclusive.
The tubing could possibly have been installed before the
implementation of the minor/temporary modification program and
was probably used to assist in the filling of the RCP stand
pipes.

2.

The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
* 1 LPSW-15 - wrong size lug
This situation was identified and corrected during
maintenance.

* RCP 1B2 two different bolts used on the seal injection
flange
This flange was reassembled with the correct size bolts.

* Stainless steel tubing found on Unit 1 HiP
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Unauthorized tubing installation has been removed by Work
Request #97051980 prior to-restart of the unit (EOC17 RFO).
Pipe caps have been installed appropriately. Removal
downstream of these vent and drain lines by work request is
appropriate since there was a code break to Class G at these
valves.
3. The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
ONS Maintenance has focused on improving strict procedure
use and adherence. This increased focus has been
implemented through the following initiatives:
* Increased management/supervisory oversight during the
execution of work through the Job Observation Process.
* Development of a Maintenance Job/Peer Observation team
perform self assessments.
* Increased self reporting through the PIP process.

* Management re-enforcement to stop work to correct
*
*
*
*
*

procedure deficiencies.
Implementation and training in the use of Human
Performance self checking tools.
Maintenance Quality Feedback process.
Increased focus on field walk downs of work to identify
problems prior to execution.
Quarterly trending of Human Performance related PIPs.
Semi-Annual Human Performance Common Cause Analysis.

Since these initiatives have been implemented, improvement
has been realized in procedure use and adherence. This
improvement is evident based on management observations,
inspections, the increased number of PIPs generated by
Maintenance Teams, and an increase in the number of
procedure changes requested by Maintenance personnel which
indicates a low tolerance for poor procedures. In addition,
accountability for strict procedure use and adherence has
been communicated and enforced aggressively by site
management. While improvement has been noticeable,
continued emphasis on strict procedure use and adherence
will be a continuing focus area for ONS Maintenance.
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4.

The date when full compliance will be achieved:

Duke Energy is in full compliance with directives, work
practices, design installation specifications, and policies for
the three cases mentioned in this response.
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10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, requires
that measures shall be established to assure that applicable
regulatory requirements and design bases are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.
Contrary to the above, on November 25, 1997, the licensee failed
to correctly translate net positive suction head design bases for
the Unit 1 reactor coolant pumps into procedures. Specifically,
the Unit 1 heat up and cooldown curves contained in Procedure
OP/0/A/1108/01, Curves and General Information Procedure,
Revision 28, were found to be inaccurate for reactor coolant pump
net positive suction head requirements.
This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).
RESPONSE

Duke accepts the violation.
1.

The reason for the violation:
This violation is attributed to ineffective communication
between Engineering and Operations personnel.
The technical concern that led to this violation was clearly
identified and corrective actions were identified. These
actions included revising appropriate procedures to
implement short term corrective actions to eliminate certain
evolutions (individual 5 minute runs of one RCP at a time),
formally recommend the sequence in which the RCPs would be
started, and recommend that single-pump-in-a-loop operation
in Loop B be minimized. In addition, a long-term
recommendation was made to consider discontinuing single
pump-in-a-loop operation altogether, or implement PM
measures to address impeller degradation.
At the time, both Engineering and Operations personnel were
focused on revising the procedures identified. The
engineering personnel performing the operability evaluation
did not specifically identify which procedures needed to be
revised, only that the 5 minute runs should be eliminated
and the sequence that the pumps should be started.

-
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With this guidance, the heatup and cooldown curves in
Procedure OP/O/A/1108/01 (Curves and General Information
Procedure) which also display the RCP NPSH requirement were
not identified as needing revision.
The engineer who performed the operability evaluation
discussed the findings with a number of Operations
personnel, but the focus was on resolving the identified
"short term" problems and their resolution. As a result,
additional procedures (including OP/0/A/1108/01) were not
identified as candidates for revisions.
Thus, the nature of this violation is characterized as lack
of a formal communication process leading to incomplete
communication between Engineering and Operations personnel.

2. The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
The heatup and cooldown curves for Unit 1 in Procedure
OP/0/A/1108/01 have been revised. The curve that formerly
was titled RCP NPSH has been revised to indicate that it is
the minimum required RCS pressure for RCP operation. An
additional curve has been added that indicates the minimum
RCS pressure for continuous operation with less than all four
pumps in operation (since at least one RCP will be operating
Instructions are
in a single-pump-in-a-loop configuration).
with 1, 2, or
new
curve
this
below
time
operating
to minimize
3 pumps operating to limit the cumulative wear to operating
pumps caused by cavitation.
As an enhancement to foster improved communications, weekly
Operations and Engineering interface meetings are held to
discuss evolving equipment and operational concerns. The
threshold for determining when an issue is significant and
should be included in the meeting has been evolving. At this
time, an issue of similar significance would be included.
3. The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
An editorial minor modification will be made to the RC System
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Design Basis Document to explain the high flowrates that
occur when operating a single-pump-in-a-loop.
Pump inspections have been scheduled on Units 2 and 3 to
determine the present condition of the impellers. While the
manufacturer's information indicates that the Unit 1 pumps
should be more severely affected by the low available NPSH, a
similar but less severe condition may be occurring on Units 2
and 3. The inspections on Units 2 and 3 will occur during
their next scheduled refueling outages. If significant signs
of cavitation are found, appropriate corrective actions will
be identified and implemented on both units.
4. The date when full compliance will be achieved
Duke Energy is in full compliance.

011
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Duke Power Company Topical Report, Quality Assurance Program,
which implements 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Section 17.3.2.8, states.
that "In the event that test results do not meet test acceptance
criteria, a review of the test, test procedure and/or test
results is conducted to determine the cause, required corrective
action, and retest as necessary."
Nuclear System Directive 203, Operability, Revision 8, Appendix
A, requires that equipment important to safety found out of
tolerance shall be expeditiously evaluated for the consequences
of the out-of-tolerance.condition.
Contrary to the above, on August 18, 1997, the licensee failed to
evaluate out-of-tolerance as-found data from the calibration of
three safety-related relays. Specifically, the licensee did not
evaluate the out-of-tolerance as-found data for three degraded
grid undervoltage relays following calibration with a revised
procedure.

O

This is
a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).
RESPONSE:
Duke accepts the violation.
1.

The reason for the violation:
For many years Transmission Department personnel calibrated
all protective relays for Duke Power generating stations
including Oconee Nuclear Station. Procedures were written
for QAl protective relay calibration at Oconee Nuclear
Station describing the process used by Transmission
Department personnel. -Until these procedures were written,
the "as found" data was not collected because the equipment
was considered to be very reliable. It was standard power
delivery equipment used in a large variety of industries
including many Duke Power generating stations. In 1994-1995
a special project was implemented to improve the Oconee
Nuclear Station emergency power system reliability and
availability. As part of this project, the protective relay
calibration procedures were enhanced to more closely
correspond to other Oconee Nuclear Station calibration
procedures. At that time, it was wrongly decided
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to not evaluate "as found" conditions of protective relays
when the relay was being calibrated because the set point
was changed. Consequently, the "as found" evaluation for
protective relays after a set point change was not included
in the Oconee Nuclear Station protective relay calibration
program.

2.

The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
The protective relay calibration procedures include
evaluation of the "as found" data during normal preventive
maintenance. The site directive governing set point changes
has been revised and provides instructions to evaluate all
equipment "as found" data,.even if a set point change is
involved. The procedure step which allows calibration
without evaluating "as found" data is being removed form
protective relay calibration procedures as they are revised
for set point changes. Procedure preparers and reviewers
have been instructed to make this change on all protective
relay calibration procedures when being revised for a set
point change. Oconee Nuclear Station maintenance personnel
have been instructed to provide "as found" data to
engineering for evaluation when protective relays are
calibrated for a set point change.
Since the failure to evaluate "as found" data only occurred
when a set point change was involved, these actions assure
that all "as found" data is being collected and evaluated.

3.

The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
All protective relay calibration procedures will be revised
to remove this step by July 1, 1998, if not revised earlier
for a set point change.

4.

The date when full compliance will be achieved:
Duke Energy is in full .compliance.
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10 CFR 20.1101(a) states that each licensee shall develop,
document, and implement a radiation protection program
commensurate with the scope and extent of licensed activities and
sufficient to ensure compliance with the provisions of this part
The System Radiation Protection Manual, which implements 10 CFR
20-1101(a), states, "Body surfaces shall be monitored prior to
leaving the Radiation Control Area or Radiation Control. Zone."
Procedure 111-8, Personnel Contamination Monitoring, Revision 6,
requires -all personnel to monitor themselves when exiting
contaminated areas and exiting the station radiation control area
'to prevent the spread of contamination'.
Contrary to the above, on December 8, 1997, an individual was
observed by the inspectors exiting the station radiation control
area without completing monitoring for contamination.

.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

RESPONSE:
Duke accepts the violation.
1.

The reason for the violation:

The individual in question did not apply self-checking to ensure
that the intended action of a personal contamination survey was
performed prior to exiting the RCA. No conscious decision was
made to violate procedures. The individual was trained to
recognize the RCA boundary, how to perform a self survey for
contamination and when to perform these surveys.
However, the individual did not recognize that the RCA boundary
had been breached until notified by NRC inspectors. The
individual's focus was not on radiological procedures, but instead
on locating another individual that was supposed to be in the
area. Because of this lack of focus, the individual became
confused as to the fact that the Portable Contamination Monitors
(PCM's) are within the RCA boundary.
2. The corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved:
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* The individual immediately performed a contamination survey
and no contamination was detected.
* A Problem Investigation Process (PIP) report was generated by
the Mechanical Engineering manager (4-097-4406) where:
An Apparent Cause was performed which determined the
cause of this event to be a lack of self-checking by the
individual in question;
-

- The individual was counseled to verify the understanding
that entry into the boundary around the PCM's is included in
the RCA, therefore, monitoring is required upon exit;

- The individual was required to review Nuclear System
Directive 507, Radiation Protection; and
- The acting Engineering Manager corresponded to the
Engineering personnel discussing the incident and
reinforcing the requirement to know and follow RP policies
and procedures.
These cumulative actions should result in added awareness among
the Engineering workforce to more closely observe the RCA
boundary and monitoring requirements.
3.

The corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations:
Duke believes that the steps already taken will avoid further
violations. In addition, Radiation Protection is evaluating
the installation of a 'gate' at the exit of the PCM boundary
to aid the worker in recognizing the boundary.

4.

The date when full compliance will be achieved:

Duke Energy is in full compliance.
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